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Effective Riemann space effect of vacuum nonlinear electrodynamics is considered in
the context of theory for unified gravitation and electromagnetism. The electromagnetic
four-vector potential in the scope of Born-Infeld nonlinear electrodynamics model is
considered as the unified field. The electromagnetic interaction appears naturally in the
first perturbation order by the small field of distant material objects. The gravitational
interaction appears naturally in the appropriate second order. In this case the effective
metric components contain the corresponding energy-momentum tensor components for
quick-oscillating electromagnetic field of the distant objects.
1. Introduction
The problem of unification for all interactions of material particles remains one of
the most important problems in modern theoretical physics. Particularly, unification
for the two known long-range interactions, viz., electromagnetism and gravitation,
must be considered as a priority problem in theoretical investigation of nature.
The approach to this problem considered here is connected with a consistent
application of the idea of nonlinear local unified field theory.
Spatially localized solutions in this theory correspond to solitary material par-
ticles. These solutions can be designated particle solutions. The many-particle
world configuration corresponds to a complicated many-particle world solution. Any
many-particle solution contains the appropriate particle solutions in the following
sense.
Each particle solution has at least ten free parameters for space-time rotation
and shift. Because of the nonlinearity, a sum of particle solutions is not a solution for
the model. But we can consider the free parameters of particle solutions to be weakly
time-dependent. This method is well known in the theory of nonlinear dynamics. A
sum of particle solutions with time-dependent free parameters can be considered as
an initial approximation to a many-particle solution. The time dependence of the
free parameters of the particle solutions corresponds to the interaction between the
particles.
This method, applied to a suitable model, must give electromagnetic and gravita-
tional interactions for the case when the interacting particles are sufficiently distant
from each other.
For the first time, this approach to the problem of unification of the gravita-
tional and electromagnetic interactions appeared in the context of some nonlinear
electrodynamics model.1 Later on, the approach was developed for another nonlin-
ear electrodynamic model (Born-Infeld).2
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A distinguishing characteristic of this approach is that the gravitational interac-
tion must appear through an effective Riemannian space for propagation of particle
under consideration. This effective Riemannian space is induced by the electromag-
netic field of distant particles.
2. Model field equations
A variational principle of the model considered here is similar to the one proposed
by A.S. Eddington in the context of general relativity ideas3 and investigated by
A. Einstein in the context of his unified field theory.4 Afterwards, M. Born and
L. Infeld used it in the context of nonlinear electrodynamics.5
The model set of equations is6
∂
∂xµ
√
|g| fµν = 0 , fµν ≡
1
L
(
Fµν −
χ2
2
J εµνσρ Fσρ
)
, (1)
where L ≡
√
| 1− χ2 I − χ4 J 2 |, I ≡ Fµν F
νµ/2, J ≡ εµνσρ F
µνF σρ/8, ε0123 ≡√
|g|, ε0123 = −1/
√
|g|, Fµν ≡ ∂µAν − ∂νAµ, Aµ is the electromagnetic potential.
The model energy-momentum tensor is
T µ.ν ≡
[
fµρ Fνρ − χ
−2 (L− 1) δµν
]
/4pi . (2)
With the definitions Ei ≡ Fi0, B
i ≡ −ε0ijk Fjk/2, Fij = ε0ijk B
k, Di ≡ f0i,
Hi ≡ ε0ijk f
jk/2, f ij = −ε0ijk Hk (Latin indexes take the values 1, 2, 3), the model
equations can be written as nonlinear equations for the electromagnetic field (see
also7). This system has the characteristic equation8
g˜µν
∂Φ
∂xµ
∂Φ
∂xν
= 0 , (3)
where Φ(xµ) = 0 is the equation of a characteristic surface, and the induced metric
g˜µν has the following very notable form, which is specific for the model under
consideration:
g˜µν ≡ gµν − 4pi χ2 T µν . (4)
Here T µν is the energy-momentum tensor defined in (2).
3. Electromagnetic and gravitational interactions
The model to be considered is an unusual electrodynamics not only because the
appropriate equations are nonlinear. This model does not contain the postulated
trajectory equation for charged particle in external electromagnetic field, i.e., the
postulated electromagnetic interaction. This interaction appears naturally as a man-
ifestation of the nonlinearity of the model.
The electromagnetic interaction appears in this model as an electromagnetic
force acting on a massive charged particle2 and a moment of force acting on a
particle with an electric or magnetic dipole moment and spin.9 The appropriate
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dynamical equations follow from integral conservation laws for the field energy-
momentum and angular momentum, respectively (for details see2,9). These obtained
equations, characterizing the electromagnetic interaction, have the corresponding
classical form.
The force and the moment of force contain the electromagnetic field of distant
particles in the first power. Thus we can say that the electromagnetic interaction
appear in the first order in the small field of distant particles.
An explanation of the gravitational interaction in the scope of this model based
on the effective Riemannian space with the metric g˜µν (4) induced by the elec-
tromagnetic field. According to the general method stated in the Introduction, dis-
tant particles modify the propagation conditions for particle under consideration by
means of this effective Riemannian space induced by the field of distant particles.
The effective metric includes the electromagnetic field components in even powers.
Thus we can say that the gravitational interaction appear in the second order in
the small field of the distant particles.
The cause of the gravitational interaction in this approach is the energy density
of the distant particle field. But to have the real behaviour of the gravitational
potential, i.e. 1/r, we must take into account a quick-oscillating part of the distant
particle field with an electromagnetic wave background. In this case, an averaging
can give the necessary behaviour of the energy density, 1/r.10,11
For additional details see also.12
4. Conclusion
Thus the present approach, based on a consistent application of the idea of a nonlin-
ear local unified four-vector field, can really unify electromagnetism and gravitation.
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